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IT INVESTMENT ♥ WHERE☂S THE EXIT?

In 2000 many companies and

investors got their ngers burned in

the M&A market. All share deals at

highly inflated prices meant that by the

end of the year, as realism returned,

paper fortunes becamejust that.

At the same time, trade

purchasers saw their pro ts plummet

as they amortised the goodwill in their

accounts. Look no further than Sema/

LHS for the downside of ill-conceived

acquisitions at in ated prices ♥ aPE

of 99 and PSFl of 16! It hailed the end

of Sema's independence. Sense was

returning by the end of 2000, so it's

interesting to see how things have

panned out in the rst half of 2001.

The statistics by our friends at

Regent Associates show that the

market has indeed slowed. The

number of dmls in the UK 808 sector

fell by 20% in H1 2001 to 172. At rst

glance the value of these deals is much

the same, at c£6.4bn. But in fact one

Sch/umberger-Sema
accounted for 58% of the

value of all UK SCS

acquisitions In H1 2001

deal alone - the fall of Sema to

Schlumberger - accounted for

almost 60% of this total. Leaving out

this one deal means that the total value

of acquisitions in the sector fell by60%

in H1 2001 compared with the same

period in 2000.

It☁s clear from these numbers why

we have been hearing of layoffs at the

M&A advisors ♥ analysts, brokers, and

so on - who make their money from a

cut of the deal. For all but the lucky few

after last year's lunacy. PE and PS

ratios are returning to their more

☁normal' pre 2000 levels, as the chart

cum-1y Eel rmm
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the tap has been turned off.

The lPO market is no better. The

unpredictability of stock markets since

mid-2000 has meant that lPOs have

been postponed inde niter Regent's

data for the European technology

sector as a whole shows that there

were only 24 technology lPOs in the
whole of Europe in the rst half of this

year. In fact the ratio of trade sales to

lPOs has fallen from less than four to

one in 03 2000, to more than 20 to

one in Q2 2001i

This is all putting a damper on

investment in the UK SCS sector. With

transactions down 20%, the median

value down from £9.2m to 俉5.6m and

the IPO market unlikely to recover

before 2002, the return on any

investment looks both less lucrative

and more dif cult to realise. Fifteen

months ago the exit strategy was often

the first consideration for many

investors, now they have to take a

longer term View.

On the other hand, more realistic

valuations can only be a good thing, 

☂2¢.9

r2

below shows, The median PE for a

808 acquisition was down 36% to

19 in H1 2001, compared with 30 for

the whole of 2000, with P3 ratios

down by a similar proportion, from

2.29 to 1.47.

Of course there are differences In

demand and valuation by sector,

Overall, acquisitions of companies in

the depressed project services sector

are down by 45% - pretty similar levels

for consultancies, professional

services companies, Sls and systems

houses. Butconsulting companies

actually saw valuations rise ♥ PE and

PS ratios up 020% ♥ a measure of the

expectations of the contribution these

companies can make, compared with,

for instance, Sls, where PEsfell almost

60% from their in ated height a year

ago.

Not surprisingly, training and

recruitment companies were also

much less in demand. These are the

companies that sufler rst and hardest

in a downturn, so the slow market over

the last year has hit them badly,
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Interestingly, though, there was

an increase in acquisitions of

software companies of all sorts,

although application and consumer

software developers saw the

biggest growth. Acquisitions of

companies in the sector doubled,

but even that demand was not

enough to sustain the unrealistic PE

ratio of 65 for packaged software

companies in 2000 ♥ it fell to just

22, on aparwith the 1998 and 1999

valuations.

Also in demand were

maintenance, support, desktop
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services, etc companies.

Consolidation has been underway

in the sector for some time, but

cash to reduce debt at a time when

the market is depressed.

But there is some good news. UK
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these are unglamorous outfits

overlooked in the exotic days of early

2000. In fact the demands of e

business itself have helped sustain

the hardware maintenance market

and the interest in its players. The

number of deals jumped from just

two in H1 2000 to nine in the rst

half of this year

One other interesting point is

that whilst 80% of acquisitions last

year were of private companies (with

a large smattering of Internet start-

2.5

(E
mam

2000 mu m

companies continue to be more

'acquirer' than ☁acquired'.

The chart shows the 'balance of

trade☁ with other regions Over the

last two years the UK has moved

swiftly out of deficit into credit,

primarily at the expense of the US

market. For the rst time the US was

a greater ☁loser☂ in M&Atransactions

with the UK than even Europe.

We have banged on long and

hard about the value of ownership

and the benefits to the UK

Amultl ant ♥ Incarnation-t Ell-ma 0' Truth
Numb-cl buy-u LEIInuml- or Inn'-

ups) this year this sector

represented just 63% of deals. By

contrast the acquisitions of divisions

and subsidiaries doubled to almost

a third of the total.

This suggests both an increassd

wariness of acquiring untested,
private operations (Le. start-ups) but

also the extent to which
corporations are looking to unlock

internal value and raise much needed

  

economy, so the con rmation of the

trend of UK companies as buyer

rather than seller is good news

indeed. With Sema no longer

representing the UK We now have

no UK representation in the top to

suppliers to the UK SCS market ♥

compared with nine out of ten in the

mid-80s. Anything that helps
reverse the trend is surely good
news.
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Life is bare

G/nam andmiseryeverywhere

Stormy weather

At this year's CSSA Presentation

on 12☁h July we used Billie Holiday☂s

Stormy Weather as the theme music.

The message was that, even

though we had suffered the most

damaging period for our industry

ever, anyone who thought it would

get better soon was living in denial.

What you see now is what you☂re

going to get...at least until well into

2002. Best to accept this and out

your suit to t your cloth. And do it

Hem-y sos Index Ilnca Aug 99
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hardware for the rst time ever) .

But if you strip out outsourcing growth, the rest of the UK SOS

sector is probably in recession already. The ☜problem☝ is that any

reductions in revenue growth magnify any pro ts slump.

Just to make it even more worrying, we haven☁t actually had a

recession in our industry before. Even in 1991/92 growth ☜just☝ reduced

to zero. That makes it just a bit easier to understand why (as we

predicted and was widely reported in the press this month) SCS UK plc

might be heading for its rst ever loss in 2001 . After all, total PBT (that☂s

including exceptionals etc.) dived by 89% last year (2000) to a water

thin pro t margin otjust 0.5%. So it probably wouldn☂t even need a

recession to drive 305 UK pic, with its £30b+ revenues, into losses in

2001.

If you weren☂t there on the 12☁" July,

you might by now be thinking "Ho/way

 

beinggloomyagain ". Indeed the reaction

 

at the end of every one of the previous

ten such CSSA Presentations was

 

exactly that. Not this me. Both at the

 

session and in your comments/e-mails

 

since, you have indicated that you think

 

was

that Holway might even be being too

 

soar.

optimistic this time ♥ particularly when in

 

um

comes to the outlook for share prices.

 

20%

Back at the start of 2001 we predicted

NASDAQ bumping around at plus or

                 

ms

-o-Huiw.y scs Ind-K

NOW.

How bad? Well last month we

showed that the only reason for any

growth in the UK SCS sector at all

was the continued shift to

outsourcing. Outsourcing is not new

IT spend - merely shifting the chairs

on the deck of the Titanic as

expenditure is moved from intemal

to external spend. Great if you are

an outsourcer (see IBM's 02 results

on p11 which showed a13% growth

at IBM Global Services but negative

growth in most other sectors. Indeed

revenues from services overtook

          

minus 10% of 2000 until end of 03 2001

when it would put on an end of year spurt

to end around 2500. That was based on

ourbelief that a recovery♥ albeit it modest

♥ would commence in mid 2002.

The reason for your pessimism was contained in our own gures.

We showed that our 808 Index, which closed July on 4764, might well

be 70% off its end Feb 00 peak of 16,000, but was still ☜only☝ back to

where it stood in Aug. 99.

But, as many of you pointed out, in Aug. 99 the markets were looking

forward to strong growth in technology markets in 2000 and beyond.

Only the mad would put forward a similar projection now. Strong growth

in technology just ain't on the agenda for at least 2-3 years. The only

debate is whether there will be ANY growth at all in that period. If you

accept that (and clearly most of you do!) then the corollary is that

sector share prices are still overvalued and that further erosion will

take place.

The tidal wave of pro ts warnings this month from the strongest

and best run companies in the sector ♥ and let☂s put both the UK☂s

Misys and US Microsoft in that bag ♥ make even Holway, the arch

[continued on page tour]
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[continued from page three]

pessimist, feel worried that there

is indeed worse to come.

if these dire warnings are

proved correct the situation will

most certainly get worse. Share

price slumps are one thing.

Bankruptcies are another. And

we are not just talking about the

increasing number of company

failures.

Our guests on 12☁h July

believed that there is a time bomb

ticking of ☜onds proportions".

investors, institutional funds AND

many individuals were facing major problems when they nally admitted

the real value of their technology investments. But this was as nothing

compared to the ruin facing executiveswho had exercised their options

(thus triggering a tax liability) but had not sold the shares (which were

now worthless/unsaieable oronly worth 1 0% of the exercise price).This

could well push many executives into potential personal bankruptcy.

The time bomb is ticking - the tax collecting season is only six months

away.

Glaomy?Remember this is from the Holway you all accused of being

too optimistic on the 12☁" July.

Can ☂tgo on

Eveg/Ming I[13we is gone

Stormy wee tner

m. REXONLINE TURNS A CORNER
59F

Online recruitment company FtexOniine announced results tor the year to

30th Apr. 01 . Turnover was up 205% to 22m; last year☂s LBT of £326K is now

a PBT oi £216K, and Loss Per Share of 4.5p now an EPS of 2.8p. Commenting

on the results, Dorian Marks, Chairman, said: ☜The Board believes thaiRexOn/ine

will continue its successful developmentin the current nancial period. We will

be able to take full advantage of all market opportunities to increase revenues

and pro ts for the recruitment services division....The synergies created by

joining the two companies together lwww.strategies acquired May 01) will

enable us to launch additional software products and web sites, and achieve

enhanced returns".

WART♥HOGGING THE PROFITS

Comment: Well it☂s certainly

good to see RexOnline move into

pro ts, butwith revenue otjust 92m,

and a market cap of £6.9m, the

companyis asmall player in a ercely

competitive and consolidating

market. The 11% decrease in the

share price to 59p is more bad news

for investors that paid the listing

price of 84p back in June 99.

 

Games developer Warthog has

announced its maiden results for the

year ended 815☁ Mar. 01 , Turnover

grew by 57% to £3.78m (£2.4m in

2000). PBT increased by 47% to

£314K (£214K) and EPS improved

to 0,65p (0.50p), Commenting on

the results, Ashley Hall, CEO, said,

☜ We are extremely pleased with our

progress over the past year We

have been busy, developing games

for renowned publishers, fora wide

demographic spread, for PCs,

consoles andnow mobile phones".

Founded in 1997, Warthog

listed on AiM in Feb. 01 with a

placing of 11.6m shares at 43p

each, raising 25m. In its short lifetime, it has recorded consistent growth and

pro ts and claims to be "the third largest listed games developer in Europe".

Warthog doesn't state on what basis it can make that claim ♥ as Eidos,

Argonaut and Rage have all recorded higher revenues (and it must be added,
higher lossesi).

Delivering successive pro ts in this market is no mean teat but Warthog wiu

have its work cut out managing development costs in pursuit of the next big
title. The company is focusing its resources on several initiatives. In line with

other major games developers it is working on titles for the eagerly awaited

Microsoft Xbox console. in addition, Warthog is pursuing new delivery

channels, focusing on the emerging mobile telephone and TV game playing
markets. Both of which are in the embryonic stage and therefore unlikely to be
signi cant revenue generators in the short-term.

The Games development market is an inherently risky one due to the

operational gearing of the industry, the cyclical nature of sales, and the relatively

short life span of the products. A company's fortunes can turn in a very short

space of time. So far so good for Warthog
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QA TWO CHEERS FOR QA

QA announced interim results

for the six months to 31☜ May 01,

Revenue, at £30.2m, is down 61%

from £78m in the same period last

year,. However continuing ops

actually grew by 9.4% to £28m.

The company has restated the

2000 figures so, whereas costs

used to be smoothed out over the

year, they are now accounted for

when incurred. in addition, an

investment gain has been

reclassi ed as an exceptional pro t.

The consequence of these changes

is last year's H1 LBT of 俉0.5m is
now shown as a LBT of £1.8m -

making H1 2001's PBT of £0.4m

look even better! Similarly, LPS of

2.2p (previously shown as 1.1p)

has improved to a loss per share of

0.5p. Commenting on the results,

QA's Chairman Dr Keith Burgess

said: ☜Trading performance in the

half year was satisfactory but the

outcome for the year as a whole is

dependent on our last quarter

which is, at this stage, very dif cult

to predict".

Comment: Since coming on

board in Nov. 00, Burgess has

overseen many changes at QA.

Already underway was a

programme of disposals: QA

Myriad, the IT staffing business

(Jun. 00) and the loss»making VAR

and software division Acuma (Dec.

00). Getting shot of Acuma has

helped QA return to pro tability, as

Acuma contributed 俉53.6m of

revenue in FY 00, but made an

operating loss of £7.5m.

So what's left? A far more

focused organisation, specialising

in IT training and consulting. The

consulting activity encompasses

technical consulting (what used to

be called Pontis). human capital

development and training

consultancy (training needs analysis

etc) and a very small amount of

Learning Management Systems

(LMS) product sales. Interestingly,

QA☂s coretraining operation grew

revenue by a commendable 14.4%

to £20,6m in H1 (and that's organic

growth), whilst consulting declined

by 2.6% to £7.4m. We understand

that technical consulting heldsteady

at £6.1m, which means that QA☁s

training consulting activities are

having a hard time getting

established - and it is this higher

ground that QA, and other

established training companies, talk

about occupying!

QA☁ pic
:ASIx mpnjhuc rajstvMay,
Continuing Operations 25.0 25.6

Tmlnlng 20.6 18.0

Consulting 7.4 7.6

Discontlnued Operations 2.2 52.4

TOTAL 30.2 78.0

Other changes include the

centralising of internal functions, and

the closure of some satellite of ces

(picked up via acquisitions in the

past), which will lead to an estimated

saving of 91m in the full year.

Burgess was keen to point out that

QA has not closed any of its training

facilities. And whilst there has been

an overall reduction in headcount,

Burgess has made some

"strategic" hires.

But there is still much to do.

Burgess admitted that he found

more problems at OA than he had

expected, but true to his

management consultancy roots, he

saw these as opportunities for

improvement! Going forward, he

aims to increase utilisation rates,

and push for greater penetration of

existing accounts, making the point

that QA☂s biggest customer

currently spends only a quarter of

its total training budget with them.

In the past, QA (Skillsgroup as

  ☜lug.

94°};
14.4%
26%
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it was known) allowed itself to be

distracted by some ill-thought

through, and therefore costly,

investments and acquisitions.

Burgess is quite right to focus on

the business basics and look to do

more with the established customer

base and assets. Whilst the UK IT

training market is very fragmented,

and GA is one of the largest

players, now is not the time to be

distracted by acquisitions.

So far it has been a mixed year

for QA: the year started strongly,

April and May were "difficult", June

_ Operating pains☜, ' Margin

2001 2000 change 2001 2000

☜6:53; W "V -so.b% 1.1% 2.3%
n/a n/a nla n/a nla

nla nla n/a nla n/a

0.0 -2.4 400.0% 0.0% 4.6%
0.3 -1.8 Loss to From 1.0% Loss

was comparable to last year, but

July may fall short of last year, The

outlook now is "uncertain", and

Burgess' comment that it is only

possible to look ahead 6♥8 weeks,

means that QA☁s management must

continue to run atight ship. Overall,

the outcome for the year is

dependent upon Q4, which

historically has delivered about a

third of revenue♥ customers do not

attend training courses over the

two week Christmas/New Year

period, and this, along with most of

the other Bank Holidays, fall in QA☁s

H1. So a lot is resting on

performance between Sep. and

Nov.

The shares have been marked

down 33% to 62p this month, but

at least investors can take comfort

from the fact that QA now has a

much clearer focus and a more

appropriate organisational

structure to face the challenges that

lie ahead.
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SALES REMAIN SLOW AT GLOTEL

Glotel, a telecoms, networking

and lT recruitment company,

announced results for the year to

31 st Mar. 01 . Revenue was up 25%

to Ei65m (all organic growth), but

PET was down from £6.2m to

£757K (due to acombination of non-

recurring bad debt provisions

across US, UK and European

operations of £2.5m, and

restructuring costs of E4OOK). EPS

tell from 10.3p to 0.9p. Commenting

on the results, Chairman Les Clark

said: "Trading conditions continue

to be dif cult and we are responding

by continuing to reduce costs. . . .in

spite ofour efforts sales remain slow

in all of our trading units, with our

clients reducing their costs baseand

major projects being delayed. We

do, however, remain con dent that

there is a latent demand for our

services, which will be released

when our market improves".

Glotel pic 4 TM?"
FVE: 31-1 March N ☁ 7

UK 57.2 53.2

Managed Services 17.1 3.5

Intamational 8.7 11.7

Omar businesses 97 9.2

Tats! UK 92,8 77.5

North America 51.8 41.2

The Nathanands Ex Belgium 15.2 9.2

Australia 4.8 4.5

Total inlsmaliamil 72.5 54.9

Central activities

"a .
2001 2000 cm": 2001 MIChlngcj☁yz " 2000:

TOTAL 165.4 132.4

Comment: Glotel's results held

no great surprises as it had

presaged them with a profits

warning back in Feb. and then again

in May. However it is a salutary

reminder of just how quickly the

recruitment marketplace can

change, and how players such as

Glotel must move equally quickly to

realign resources and overheads in

order to limit the damage.

Glotel enjoyed eight months of

strong growth but since Dec. 00 the

389.5% - 0.1 - 0.!

market for telecoms and networking

staff has got tough. With about a

third of its business conducted in

the US, Glotel has also been hit

earlier than some of its more UK-

centric rivals. But it's not all gloom

and doom. All geographic regions

reported growth. Total UK revenue

grew 31.2% to £74.3m (an

achievement not many staff

agencies will match). The core UK

recruitment division grew 7.6% to

£57.2m, and the Managed Service

division reported a stunning 389%

growth to £17.1rn. Meanwhile US

operations grew by 25.9% to

£51,8m. Comparing this to US

sales in Dec. 00, which were ahead

by 40%, it is possible to see how

the slowdown in the US market is

affecting Glotel. International

operations (the Netherlands,

Belgium and Australia) grew 16.3%

to £29.5m.

  
3.97; 3. .47.,
2.0% new-2.3%;

-9LO°/u 1.3% 10.6%>

41.3% 7.8% 9.4%:

51.5% 5.1% 77%
43.7% 5.3% 7.3%f
-eo.s%r poi/.7 4.7%.,
49.5% 3.7% 6.37;,
45.5% 2.5% 6.5%
14.4%

-83.7'/-

7.6°/ 2.1   

-25.3% 0.1 1.2

6.3% 0.8 0.9

19.7% 2.9 5.9

25.9% 1.7 3.0

76.1% 0.0 0.4

1.8% 0.2 _ 0.5

32.3% 1.9 3.7

-3.7 -3.3

25.9% 1.0 6.!

l
0.6% 4.8%

The company has moved

swiftly to reduce its cost base.

Glotel☂s monthly cost run rate has

been trimmed from £2.85m to

£22m, and Chief Exec Andy Baker

reports that they are ☜runninga tight

ship". It has closed two of ces in

the UK and two in the US, and has

madec75 redundancies. About halt

the redundancies werein the UK and

Europe and the remainder in the US.

To ensure continued pro tabililty,

another phase of cost cutting will

be implemented it necessary.

There have been a number of

positive developments at Glotel

over the past year. BT remains its

largest client, but it has continued

to diversify from its original focus

on placing telecoms and networking
staff and now counts EDS,

Accenture and JP Morgan

amongst its top to client list. Glotel

has also established a permanent

recruitment function, and bought in

an external candidate to head it up.

This generated c2% of total

revenues in FY01. With 025 staff,

it☂s a minnow compared to the

Harvey Nashs and PSDs of the

world ♥ but Glotel could use the

higher margins associated with

permanant activity. Poorer visibility

of earnings compared to the supply

of contractors leads Glotel to be

modest about its ambitions in this

area, preferring to see permanent

recruitment as ☜the icing on the

cake" rather than its ☜bread and

buttef☂.

The next few months will be

crucial. A re-organisation in the US

operations sees Baker temporarily

relocating to the US, to re-focus

sales effort and position Glotel for

when the market picks up. With

gross margins higher than in the

UK, that☂s a sensible move. And

Glotel is convinced that its US

operation will provide the fastest

return when conditions do improve.
We understand that the

company made a trading pro t in

Apr. and May, but with the UK,

Europe and US units all continuing

to decline, its going to be tough.

Now, more than ever, the quality of

management at the helm is key if

Glotel is to return to its positive

track record of revenue and pro ts

growth.
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Microgen has announced

interim results for the six months

ended 30th Jun. 01 t Turnover from

continuing operations increased by

just 0.2% to £11m (俉10.9m for the

comparable period in 2000). Total

revenue including discontinued

operations was E11 .Om compared

to £13.8m in 2000 - a decrease of

19.9%. An LBT of £2.8m in 2000

is now a PET of £59K, and EPS

has improved to 0.1p from a Loss

Per Share of 47p. In an effort to

reduce costs, Microgen has

consolidated its billing services,

payment solutions and hosted

database services into a single

division, renamed Microgen-

Telesmart. This division generated

俉6.3m revenue, a reduction on the

£72m in 2000, due to restructuring

and account rationalisation in

legacy print and mail services.

However, there was an underlying

organic growth of 11% from the

retained account base and new

EPIC
m'u

Epic, a developer of

bespoke e♥learning content,

has announced its preliminary

results for the year ended 31 st

May 01. Turnover grew by 83%

to EBm (£4.4m in 2000). PBT

increased by 105% to £1.6m

(£765K) and EPS improved to

6.05p from 3.12p. Epic

attributed its increase in

revenue to the widening of its

sector coverage and its

provision of more e-Iearning

services. Its revenue split by

market sector is; Financial

Services 27%, (an increase of

75%), Public Sector 21% (an

increase of 83%),

customer acquisition. E-services

revenue grew by25%. The Group's

business intelligence consultancy

division, Microgen♥

Kaisha, generated revenue of

£4.7m, a growth of 25%. Martyn

Flatcliffe, Chairman, commented,

☜ Throughout the recent turmoil in the

ITsectar, the Board has maintained

disciplined nancial management

enabling both operating divisions to

deliver a solid performance during

the first half of the year, In the

current market environment, the

balance between profitability,

investment and revenue growth in
our strategic sectors is very

satisfactory☁.

Comment ~ This is a welcome

return to pro tability for Microgen

after the restructuring last year and

bucks the trend of many of its peers.

Billing and payment software and
services, the main focus of the new

Telesmart division (formerly the

Document Processing Services
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Division and the Managed

Information Services Division, which

includes the Axess on-Iine archiving

system), remains buoyant because

it can produce real cost savings to

users. But Microgen~Kaisha, formed

after the acquisition of Kaisha

Technology in 1999, is the real star,

with 43% of revenue but nearer 70%

of pro ts (before group overheads

and amortisation of goodwill). It

shows the on-going interest in

business intelligence, possibly even

more in demand in atight market.

The strategy of moving to IT

consultancy certainly seems to have

paid off, thanks to Microgen☁s niche

sector focus ♥ billing/payments and

business intelligence. Indeed,

Ratcliffe also added that "in terms

of corporate development, the

board continues to explore M&A

opportunities, but maintains a

prudent approach when evaluating

such activities☝,

PUBLIC SECTOR FOCUS BOOSTS RESULTS
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Consultancies and Training

21% (an increase of 86%),

others 21 %. and Services 10%,

(an increase of 300%). Epic☁s

focus on the public and

financial sectors has provided

the company a degree of

D Flevenue I PET

:K

was 1999 2000 2001

security from the vagaries of the

TMT sector. Indeed, its focus on

the public sector could not have

been better timed, given the

government☂s commitment to

on-Iine initiatives within the

public sector.
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Anite FOCUSING ON PROFITS GROWTH

Highly acquisitive Anite made

a further nine acquisitions in FY01

and has made two more since the

end of the year. All acquisitions

have supported the company's

gone along way to integrating and

restructuring into one homogenous

business. The integration is

intended to allow the division to

offer a ☜complete managed

Anite Group pic

10 year Revenue and PET Record
Relatlve to 1992
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strategy to focus on the telecoms,

finance, public sector and travel

markets. Also helping to

streamline the company was the

disposal of 80.1% of Anite

Personnel ♥ its last non-core

business ♥ for £80.3m, Anite is a

completely different beast from just

three years ago ♥ with only10% of

the business fromthen (travel and

telecoms) still remaining today.

The resulting ☁slimmer☂

company achieved turnover

growth of 21% to £192.4m, and

turnover from continuing

operations up almost 50% to

£162.7m, Despite the headline

PBT figure being virtually static at

£7.1m, it is a far better guide to

Anite☁s performance to look at the

PST pre goodwill amortisation

and exceptional items. This

increased by 51% from £13.7m to

£20.7m, and diluted EPS

increased from 3% to 5.3p.

The Public Sector business,

which offers services including

social sen/ices, revenue, benefits

and housing applications, has

  

D Revenue I PET

  

an...
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services division and one♥s top shop
for major applications. In Mar. 01,

the Group acquired lCL☁s local

government applications business

♥ abusiness that had a healthy
maintenance revenue stream.
Combining this with the solutions

already offered by Anite, will allow

the Group to take advantage of

directives from Whitehall which are

pushing for a more ☜joined up

Government scenario". The Public

Sector division has grown its sales

from 27m two years ago, to £38m

♥ growth in FY01 was 105%,

The Consultancy business also

performed well, Its 1000

consultants provide specialist

industry knowledge andspecialised

IT skills in Oracle, SAP, ERP,

security, data warehousing and

supply chain management. The

business covers the European

markets of France, Germany,

Benelux and the UK and coverage

was extended in Jul. 00 with the

acquisition of Datavance ♥ a Paris-

based e-consultancy. Datavance

contributed £16m to the £73.2m

of revenue, and £2.2m of pro t. The

Consulting business has grown

from nothing in just 35 years.

In the Telecoms and Travel

businesses, the main aim is to offer

"global repeatable software

solutions☝ to support the strong

recurring revenue model in the two

divisions. Telecoms sales

increased from £16m to 俉29.5m ♥

an increase of 84%, with margins

of 26.1% (these gures included

contribution from newly acquires

Calculus). Turnover from Travel

increased from £16m to £19.5m -

an increase of 22%. The Travel

business made two further

acquisitions after the year-end.

Anite is proud to have a "strong

A company in which

both the market and
the employees have

confidence

decentralised management team☂

to operate the businesses in its four

core markets. This has resulted in

a company in which both the

market and the employees have

confidence - the attrition rate

stands at 8%. The con dence will

increase following this excellent set

of results, with organic growth in

sales of the core businesses up by

23% and pro ts up over 33%, and

figures bolstered by some well-

thought out, targeted acquisitions.

It is good to see a Company that

specifically focuses its strategy on

profits growth as opposed to

revenue growth ♥ something we

didn☂t see enough of during the

dot.com hype. The share price is

up 3.5% at 133p.
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Troubled Gresham Computing,

"provider ofenterprise solutions and

software" has announced interim

results for the six months to 30☁☜ Apr,

01. Turnover was £12.9m (£8.2m

from continuing operations). This

compared to a turnover of £1 1.2m

in the six months to 30th Apr. 00

which included 俉9.4m from

continuing operations. 80 revenue

from continuing operations fell by

13%. LBT was £721K (including

2351 K from continuing operations)

- an improvement on a LBT of 俉2.7m

in 2000. Diluted loss per sharewas

Gresham Computing

six months ended 30th April 01
Enterprise Solutions

Contract Stall 5. Recruitment

Gresham Enterprise Software

SIM Testing

TOTAL

 

Autonomy

Autonomy's results for the six months to 30☁n Jun. 01 showed increases in

all the right places ♥ turnover up 9.6% to $28.85m ($26m), PBT virtually double
at $1 1m ($5.5m), and EPS up 67% at $0.05. The PBT gure was boosted by

a $5.2m gain on foreign exchange, which is a result of Autonomy keeping its

cash balances in dollars and converting them to sterling for accounting. Autonomy

has now converted 85% of its cash balances of$137m to sterling which should

help reduce the FX affect on the P&L account.

Dr Mike Lynch, Group CEO, commented, ☜In the face of challenging market

conditions, we arepleased to reportsecond quarter results in line with consensus

market expectations. Revenues during the quarter were driven by new wins in

Europe and the United States and an expanding stream of OEM royalty

revenues. . .. While visibility remains limited, we are seeing some improvement".

Throughout the presentation there were cautionary soundings. Looking at

the 02 results it is easy to understand why. Turnover was down 3% to $14.2m

($14.6m), and PET was downby 56% to $2.2m ($5.1m, although. $2m of this

was attributable to foreign exchange).

Geographically, Autonomy derives 47% of its revenues from the US, 50%

from the UK and Europe and 3% from the rest of the world. Mike Lynch stated

that the US is "steady', the UK is ☜worsening☝ but Europe is ☜strengthening☝.

Licence sales accounted for $Qm (30% of which was repeat business), OEM

contributed $1 .Qm (representing 14% of revenues), and support and maintenance

$3.8m.
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FURTHER DISAPPOINTMENTS FROM GRESHAM

1.71p (6.06p in 2000). Andrew Walton-Green commented, ☜Our focused

strategy, coupled with our strengthened nancial status, positions the Group

well to take advantage ofthe upturn in demand for ourproducts andservices".

Following yet another review of its business, the Group now focuses on the four

areas in the table below.

To realise capital pro t and repay all the group☂s bank borrowings, Gresham

disposed of 50% plus one share of its SIM Testing business for up to 96m in

Jun. 01. The SIM Testing business had experienced the highest growth of all

the businesses with a turnover of £4.7m - up from £1.8m, and an operating

pro t of £410K (-2301 K in 2000). The Group's results will continue to include

50% of SlM's pro ts until the disposal of the second tranche of shares which is

contracted to complete by 30th Jun. 02. The reasons given for the disappointing

revenues were sound, if not, unoriginai. Revenue in enterprise solutions declined

during therefocusing exercise and enterprise software suffered from the

slowdown in the US economy. In spite of the slow or negative growth of the

majority of its business divisions, Gresham is

\ Turnover é'ooo presenting yet another optimistic outlook, believing

2001 2000 > Change that "the refocused Enterprise Solutions business

2235 3'907 427% and the strategic alliances entered into by the

1:23: 3:23: Enterprise Software business provide the group

4,650 1,830 155.7% with considerable ongoing potential'. We would
12,864 11,206 14.8% not be quite so optimistic.

☜REASONABLY OPT/MlST/C☝ BUT LACKS VISIBILITY

On the plus side with cash

balances ot$137m, Autonomyis not

in any serious trouble, in spite of the

☜fragile☝ state of the market. It has

not experienced any downward

pricing pressure despite marketviews

that it has ahigh ticket price. Indeed,

its average selling price has increased

12% to $480K. On the downside

this highlights the fact that budgets

are being frozen; reducing the cost of

its solution by afew percent isn't likely

to yield any additional sales. In

addition the decline in the UK market

is a serious issue for Autonomy given

that it accounts for over 40% of total

revenue, whereas Europe only

accounts for approximately 13%.

Autonomy is "reasonably optimistic"

on the outcome ofOS and Q4, but its

admitted lack of visibility makes It hard

to share its con dence.
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MISYS PROVES ITS RESILIENCE

Last year (FY00). Misys☂

performance was significantly

affected by Y2K with H1 bene ting

whilst H2 suffered. In this reporting

period (FY01), the company has

returned to its long-term growth

trend i.e. following a seasonal

pattern where a greater proportion

of revenue is attributable to H2, As

a result, the company has, as

expected, shown higher than

normal growth rates in H2 01

compared to the 'depressed

period' in H2 00. Turnover for the

year increased by21% to 俉858.5m

with revenue from continuing

operations increasing by22%. PBT

fell 14.5% to £97.1m (£113.6m),

EPS also decreased to 18p (14,2p).

Analysts expectations had been for

PET between £97m and £130m so

this was at the lower end. However,

PBT before exceptional items and

goodwill amortisation increased by

£6m to £118m.

The banking division, which

contributes 40% of revenues,

performed well with an 8% increase

in turnover from £322.6m to

2348.5m, and operating profit

( p o s t goodwillamcrtisation)

increasing from £78.2m to

£80.0m. With a 50/50 split in

H1/H2 revenue in 2000, and a 47/

58 split in 2001 , the resultant growth

for H2 01 was higher than H1 01 at

almost 14%. This was despite

evidence that customers in the

banking and securities market were

delaying final decisions on larger

contracts ♥ many of which were

nalised in the rst six weeks of the

current nancial year, rather than in

the last few weeks of FY01. As a

result, the outlook, although far from

pessimistic, is certainly cautious.

This is based on the fear that deals

that would have normally been

signed in Nov, 01 i.e. just inside H1

02, may slip into Dec. 01 or even

Mllyl pl:
10 your n-vanuo m1 PET ne-ad
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Jan. 02. The company also said that as a result, H1 02 revenues would be

☜somewhat below☝ the previous year

The results from the healthcare division, Medic, in the US, go to show that

it may not only be in the UK where healthcare is a safe haven in times of

economic downturn. The division reported revenue fromcontinuing operations

(i.e. not including ACT Medisys) up 9% to E186m ♥ this followed a decline in

revenue for 1999/2000. Operating pro t also increased ♥ up 17% - to 俉36.4rn.
Performance has been boosted by "an upsurge in demand" for the company☂s

EMR (electronic medical records) application, Autcchart, and for its home health

management product. The order book is strong and the outlook for 2002 is

bright.

The performance of the Financial Sen/ices division, previously called

insurance, was boosted by acquisitions ♥ growth in revenue was 58% (£314m)

and growth in operating pro t was 42% (£27m). The organic growth in revenue

and operating pro t was 11% and 19% respectiver

When we attended the full year results briefing for FY00, the Board were

very proud to show a slide revealing that, whilst ☁new order' i.e. initial licence

fees had been hit by the Y2K Iockdown, the old recurring revenue streams

including professional sen/ices, transaction processing and maintenance, had

grown to 77% of total revenues (up from 66% the previous year), This was not

a focus this time around as recurring revenues in FY01 were 78% of total

revenues ♥ slightly down from the previous year. However, this is still a high

percentage and good to see. Professional services revenue was boosted by

good growth in Banking and Securities whilst there was a reduction in

professional services revenue at Medic due to lower system sales in Vision.
Transaction processing revenues grew mainly as a result of acquisitions in the

Financial Services division.

The most ☁cauticus☁ outlook for the company is in the Banking division

(unfortunately the division which brings in the highest proportion of revenue),

where headcount will be reduced by05% in the coming year (worldwide support

will be handled from Manila). However, the results have once again revealed one

of Misys☂ strengths lie. that it derives revenue from three quite different markets

operating in a wide range of geographies, therefore spreading risk. As a result

of this and the high proportion of recurring revenues, even when performance

suffers in one area, the overall nancial performance of the company is resilient.

This should be a great comfort to Misys in the current economic climate.

There were two further announcements from Misys at the end of July:

Firstly, it announced that its tender offer for Sunquest information Systems

had been declared unconditional. On the same day, it also announced the

disposal of its general insurance internet brand, Screentrade, to Lloyds TSB.
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-In A SUSTAINED RECOVERY AT MICROSOFT

Microsoft has announced Q4

revenues of $8.58bn, an increase

of 13% over 0400. Operating

income was up 8% to $2.8bn. but

losses related to cable and

telecoms investments wiped

$2.6bn off the PET.

For the fiscal year to 30th Jun.

01 revenue came in at $25.3bn, in

line with predictions made at the end

of OS and a respectable (given the

climate) 10% growth over last year.

Operating revenue was up 6% to

$11.7bn, but PET was down 20%

to $11.5b'n because of bad

investments. Diluted EPS for the

year was $1.32, compared with

$1 .70.

EMEArevenue actually declined

by 3% on the year and accounted

for only 19% of overall revenue in

2001 compared with 22% in 2000.

 

The results were impacted by weakening local currencies - at constant currency

EMEA sales would have been up 5% in the last quarter, compared with an

actual 1% decline. All the growth was in the Americas and from OEM sales, up

19% and 16% respectively.

By product line, desktop software was up 8% in revenue terms, with

enterprise software and services up 18%. Indeed, as PC sales suffer, therefore

impacting refresh and upgrade revenues, so Microsoft has been able to butress

group turnover through billing its higher ticket enterprise solutions to smaller

customers, Revenue growth is currently being driven by licensing of Of ce,

Windows 2000 Professional, SQL Server, Exchange 2000 Server and other

.NEI' Enterprise Sewers,

John Connores, CFO, said "Even in this challenging economic environment

we saw solid customer enthusiasm for our broad array ofproducts and services,

which drove positive growth across our businesses".

Comment: We said at the end of 03 that anything over 10% growth in Q4

would be an achievement, and so it is. Microsoft has gradually rebuilt its growth

from Q4 2000 when it saw the low-20% growth rates it was used to simply

disappear. This year has seen year-on-year growth by quarter of 8%, 8%, 14%

and 13%, so it looks like a sustained recovery, even though others are still on

the way down, The company also raised its revenue projections for the full

scal 2002 to $28.8bn♥$29.5bn, so Microsoft is clearly expecting further market

recovery to deliver 015% growth.

THE GLOBAL SERVICES STAR CONTINUES TO SHINE

IBM has announced its 02 results for the period to 30th Jun. 01.

Total revenue fell 0.4% to $21 .5bn ($21.6bn for 02 00). PET was $2.9bn,
up from $2.8bn for the same period last year. Revenues from EMEA

were down 1% to $5.8bn, but up 7% at constant currency.

The company presented a mixed bag of results by line of business,

with declining revenues from: hardware $8.6bn (down 5.5%), Software

$3bn (down 4.6%) and Enterprise Investments $293m (down 7%).

However, the Global Services star continues to shine. Revenue, including

maintenance, grew by 7% to $8.7bn (excluding maintenance it increased

9%), making Global Services the biggest business unit within IBM.

Revenue from e-business services increased nearly 30%. IBM signed

$16bn in services contracts and ended the quarter with a services

contract backlog of $95bn. The decline in software revenues was

attributed predominately to a decline in the Tivoli suite,whose revenues

have fallen as a result of ☜continuing transitions in the unit's product

line". Lou Gerstner, IBM Chairman, commented, ☜ln l/yhto/the extremely

dif cult industry conditions, as well as dismal results posted by many

companies, we ☂re verypleased with our second-quarter results. While

others stumbled, we grewre Venue, recordedrecord operationalpro ts

and, most importanth increased our market share in almost 5 very one

ofour strategic business categories".

Comment Well IBM has managed to hang in there, with revenue on a par

with last year and pro t in line with

expectations. What☂s really

interesting, though, is that Global

Services has at last come of age. In

May CEO Lou Gerstner reiterated

the company☂s long-term strategy

of using the Global Services

business as the basisofgrowth and

these figures reveal that than

strategy is little more than Hobson☂s

choice, no other part of the

company can deliver: But for the

rst time ever Global Senrices has

taken more revenue in the quarter

than hardware (although a slightly

higher margin on hardware means

itmade more pro t). Global Services

really has been a stunning success

for a company that was so recently

a hardware monolith.
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Well...what can we say...apart from once again, a truly

excellent performance from Capita. The 55% growth in turnover,

52% growth in PET, and 47% growth in EPS, for the half year to

80th Jun. 01 , would have been impressive at any time but in the

current economic climate, we really take our hat off to them.

Capita called its business model, ☜simple, clear and

sustainable" and commented that ☜some have even cal/ed it

boring' ♥ yesthat was us! But of course, it is certainly not a

derogatory comment on our part ♥ all it means is that once

again, Capita is on its way to retaining our prestigious Boring

Award. Recent wins (Connexions and London Borough of

Croydon) mean that the company's prediction for turnover

growth has been upped to 52% (£690m) from 40% for FY2001.

In Executive Chairman, Rod Aldridge☂s words, ☜Demand for services has

neverbeen sfrongef'. Capita☂s experience is vital to the company☁s success.

Its understanding of customers' needs, and its experience in negotiating

contracts, pricing deals, managing projects and dealing with staff transfers

means that the company is not short of opportunities. In fact, Capita☂s current

win rate is 1:2, and in the last 18 months it has won contracts worth 俉1.4bn.

With its focus on outsourcing, it is well positioned in both its traditional

focus area of public sector (as the Government increases the involvement of

the private sector in reforming public services) and in the private sector (as the

economic slowdown and the pressure to reduce costs pushes companies into

considering outsourcing as an option).

The Group recently restructured into three business areas ♥ Business

Services (HR and customer services), Professional Services (s/w, IT services,

consultancy) and Commercial Services (financial and insurance). Commercial

Services, despite being the smallest in terms of turnover (E71 .Sm), experienced

exceptional growth of 599% as a result of two acquisitions (which contributed

£6.4m) and the landmark £328m/1O year Abbey National deal. The division

also had the highest operating margin at 12.4%.

Prlv-ta Soclnr
ms (ms)

MOVING UP THE FOOD CHAIN
DIAGONAL

CAPITA SET TO RETAIN BORING AWARD

Caplta Group plc - H12001 Bullnau mlx
Tel-l: £3231☜

Educ-Ilon
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comm oov.
ms (ms)
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If we had to find something

critical to say about this set of

results, it would bethat the overall

pro t margin was 6.5% ~ no change

from the 6.5% in H1 00 but down

on the profit margin of 8.8% for

FY00. The timing of the acquisition

of McClarens Toplis and the charges

In relation to the initial phases of a

number of large contracts have

affected the margin in the H1 01

reporting period.

But if that's the only negative

thing we can nd to say, we probably

won't upset Mr Aldridge too much!

We☂d also be willing to bet our

bottom dollar Capita will retain its

Ewing Award when it announces

FY01 results later this year.

Diagonal plc, the ITSA that

has transformed into an IT

consultancy and SAP

implementer, has announced

results for the six months to 1st

Jun. 01 showing turnover up an

impressive 20% on the same

period last year to £45m and PET

up a hefty 67% to £2.9m. Diluted

EPS is up 30% to 1 .71 p.

The company also

announced the acquisition of

Clarita: Information Seou thnl,

a provider of information security consultancy services, for £1 .2m. This is

another acquisition in line with the company☂s move to higher value
business started last year. It also resulted in the MAPP resourcing business

being sold to the management team at book value in April.

The chairman☂s statement went on to say "We note thegenera/market

sen menltawards me lTsectorand, whlie Diagonal wouldnnlbe immune

to a m☂despread slowdown in ITservices spending, (he second halfhas

commencedsable/acronym . sales for#79man r afJune havebeen strong

and we do not currently see signs ofa downtum in activity☝

Comment: Well Diagonal☂s move up the food chain seems to be paying

off - even on continuing operations alone revenue is up 13%. Compare
that to the rrSA sector where the players are having a tough year. There

but for .

Q
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♥TRULY REMARKABLE RESULTS AT SPECIALIST
4'SCH

 

Specialist Computer

Holdings' results for the year to 315☁

Mar. 01 would be impressive in any

economic environment. Set against

the current climate they are truly

remarkable

On the day of the announcement

we had aone-to-one with Chairman

& CEO Peter Rigby who told us that

revenues for the year were 21 .4

billion up from £582m in FYE31☜ Mar

00. Of course, some of this increase

was due to the acquisition in Feb. 00

of info Products from Buhrmann but

that would be to hide a superb 45%

ORGANIC grow in the UKbusiness

which now has revenues of 俉845m.

In the FYE 315☁ Mar. 00 all but £40m

of SCH☂s revenue was from the UK,

but in the latest year 41% or £588m

comes from SCH International. PBT

(before exceptional and discontinued

operations) increased by 150% to

£30.7m.

No one can doubt Rigby☁s claim

that Specialist is ☜Europe's Largest

privately owned IT Group"

All this also really goes to show

that there really are only two names

in the corporate PC reseller world ♥ Computacenter and Specialist. The contrast

between their respective results could not be more stark. Indeed, there seems

little doubt that much of SCH's success has been by boosting market share and

winning clients from the likes of Computacenter.

The Compelsource acquisition was not effective until mid-Mar 01 and
therefore had no effect on the year's performance. indeed SCH☂s £390m/5 year

deal with Computer Sciences will really only kick in this year too. Recently

Specialist has been selected as a supplier in three out ofthe seven GOAT categories

♥ so billings from the public sector also look set to rise in the period to come. 80

Specialist really is within sight of taking over the No. One slot from Computacenter.

It's always dif cult to estimate how much of Specialists revenue comes from

SCS. We would estimate it to be just over £100m in the FYE 31☜ Mar 01 ♥ up

from our previous estimate of E75m last year. We suspect that SCH☂s activities

outside the UK are even less 808 oriented.
We asked Fligby ♥ as we always do ♥ when Specialist will oat or if there is

any chance of a trade sale. Rigby says he is very pleased that he isn☂t the

Chairman of a publicly quoted company at the present time and doesn't like to

see some of the soundest companies being decimated along with the rest. We

tend to agree! Specialist might have been bigger still if they had been quoted as

they could have used paper (rather than cash) for acquisitions. Clearly Rigby will

need an exit at some point and at the moment we would go for the trade sale

route. Rigby sensibly isn't commenting!

So how does he do it? Fligby puts it down to ☜a positive attitude☝. We have

had an annual meeting with Rigby for many, many years now. We have had open

disagreements (his retail expedition via Byte was one where our views differed).

But Rigby is ercely proud of Specialist, very competitive (particularly relating to

Computacenter!) and has always displayed that "positive attitude". With results

like these, Rigby and his team have just cause to crow.

COMDISCO FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
C MDISCO☁

13

The once mighty US-based leasing and disaster recovery giant

Comdsco has led for bankruptcy under US Chapter 11 and is selling most

of its technology services businesses to Hewlett-Packard.The bankruptcy

proceedings only apply to Comdisco☂s US parent and 50 subsidiaries - its

operations outside of the US are not affected and "are conti'numg nanna/

business operations☝. Comdisco will sell substantially all of its Availability

Solutions (Technology Services) business (revenue $400m in 2000) for $610

million to HP under the deal. The sale includes the purchase of assets of

Comdisco☂s U.S. operations and the stock of its subsidiaries in the UK,

France and Canada, but excludes the purchase of the stock of subsidiaries

in Germany and Spain, as well as other hits, including Network Services and

n☂ CAP Solutions. HP will integrate the Comdisco businesses within its HP

Operations organisation, which is part of HP Sen/ices.

Comment And another one bites the dust. Comdisco was one of the big

names in disaster recovery (OK, business continuity) - they tumed in £33m

revenue in the UK for these activities in 1 999 (out oftotal revenue of £1 03m

inc. core nancing activities). The

DFVBC business was pro table in

the UK (c20% margin). The price

looks cheap (PSR = 1 .5) given that

Guardian H' is currently trading at

a PSR of 04. This is a much better

move for HP than its misguided

attempt to buy We. HP already

hasa modestDR/BC business and

this will kick it into the big league

against the likes oleM. Of course,

they have to make it all work

together rst
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Spring☂s results for the year to

30th Apr. 01 show revenue down

5.5% to 俉374.4m, with continuing

ops up a tad at £328r1m. LBT has

☁improved☂ from £6.4m to £3.5m,

and Loss Per Share similarly has

☁improved' from 5ng to 2.39p.

Comment: Jon Chait,

concluding his first full year as

Chairman and CEO, was the rst to

admit that Spring's results "were not

satisfactory". Since coming on

board in May 00 when Spring

acquired his Internet software and

tools business Magenta, Chait has

overseen a number of operational

and management changes

intended to ☜lay the foundations for

future success". Perhaps more

accurately, he has rediscovered the

foundations that Spring lost sight

of in 1999 and early 2000.

2000 saw the company plunge

into losses of £6.4m < from pro ts

of £1 4m in 99 - as it pursued avery

costly internet strategy to convert

Spring's IT staf ng business from a

traditional model to a web-based

model. In all fairness to today☂s

management team, none were

involved in this adventure

Since his appointment, Chait

has reviewed the operation and

concluded, rightjyin our opinion, that

the strategy entailed "too much

nancial and operational risK' and

jeopardised profitability So, its

about☁turn, as Spring goes back to

a traditional business model with a

network of branches where sales

staff and resourcers work side by

side, and the internet is just achannel

to reach customers and applicants

Gone is the Watford Resource

Management Centre, at a cost of

£8.4m, as resourcing Chait knows,

is better done "closer to the sales

people and the customers". In

future all service lines (contract

preferred supplier arrangements,

Sprlng Group pl:

10 year Revenue and PET Record
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permanent recruitment, contractor payrolling) and all geographies must be

pro table in their own right.

With c70% of total revenue coming from the IT staff agency (ITSA) operation,

it was crucial that pro tability was restored. Indeed, the ITSA business has

turned in operating pro ts for each of the first six months of calendar 2001.

Going forward, the aim is to turnaround the declining margin on the contractor

business and to bolster that with more permanent recruitment, and ad hoc

(higher margin) contractor placements.

Chait has also overseen aprogramme of disposals leaving Spring with

three other activities, IT Training, IT Solutions and general staf ng. Now if you

thought Spring's problems had been con ned to its ITSA business, you☂d be

wrong! The IT training operation has received a dose of new management in

the form of Ron Orme (MD), ex-MD of Parity Training, and Gary Homes (Sales
Director), ex-MD of rival training company Global Knowledge. Revenue from
IT training was up 17% to 俉20.6m, but operating losses deepened from £1.9m

to 24m. Explaining the numbers, Spring☂s FD, Richard Bar eld, said that in
writing down certain assets and exiting three properties, they had ☜closed the

books" on FY01 , However, Spring remains "most nervous of this business". By
the way, we will pro le this aspect of Spring's business In our forthcoming

report E-Learning and the UK IT Training Market, available in September.

Meanwhile Spring IT Solutions has set about renegotiating terms with its
customers in order to improve Its utilisation of consultants. Bar eld says ☜the
jury is out on this business☝, and they will decide its future over the next few
months. At least consulting is profitable!

The general staf ng operation, once earmarked for disposal but having
attracted no acceptable offers, is to be retained.

Looking forward, Spring's management have got their work out out in the

months ahead if they are to ensure sustainable pro tability in each of the existing

businesses. New businesses such as pilot projects utilising Magenta☂s web-

based technology, arebeing run as small units with costs strictly contained,

And with cEBZm cash, Spring is considering acquisitions in new geographies

and other professional staf ng markets beyond IT where margins are higher.

So, having gone full circle, Spring has recognised that the winners in the IT

staffing market will be those that "harness the power of the internet" in
combination with the traditional methods. Shareholders will be hoping that

Spring has come to this conclusion in time.
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var 22mm mun Arm PEI drawn Hume 547.155: Lou barn PB! ammo imam .mmv
:95 an: no won E95 4119:) V 215m V ooo Louoovn :95 2% V V3713? V V +sz V

Comp-I Group plc , . , [QM C; W!!! 919m! 916 _ a☜Elma!!!☜DIME)?
wurm- DKW Emu-Junw warn-Duct!) Correction hVIIrn-DJCW rlnd-Jmm NIrlm-Docw Ind-DEN Hm»0ncm

REV EMA?!☝ EZGBDEM 2mm☝ J?☜ REV 722,57!☝ Human £31520☝ ☁2th $501303☝
99☁ £5,020.73 £2,060,☝ swam Prunllo mu PB! ☜775.000 ☜53☝ 52mm ☜Vim {HAVEN
EDS V7Dn 55a: A701: Pram'o☁cu £95 7% 5m AM -KJ$ [PS Own 2%
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Quoted Companles . Resuns servlce Note: nghllghled Names Indlcale resu s announced lhls month.
A ,MERANT DIE, , V , _ ☁ A 7 ,RIM smur- pl: , . , V V ,V swonlnunullomlempmp

rind-Anon mos♥Ann: common mam..an Flnddu☁w mum-nocm Cemunn "mm-me Flndnlmw mom♥Decca Common
wsv mum monsoon on nsv um mama sun/mow qln nsv mm: mvswl 9mm «so:
PM WWW Am Lou mm PET £9471☜) -i2.M\Dm JELWSM Lou mm PBV 531m) D3355 gums .6673
m anew 479m louoomgns V pm pm, .moV LouoomstsVVV ,amo me Vnm V V max

V nnL Group PII: _ V V V A Van. Union on: V
, hmumoo rmonacuu mum-1mm Conmuon rum-Mam Wicks-am Nam-Maul Camuan Fm~Du=W Flrv~nacm common
nEv slum .uzs ow mun: momma smmnn mm 22v momma mnuoo mm..on

Plumlo In.☜ PBV $517M summo ☜OHM JD 67. PB! .swmma £05,924☝ Nulmmma
V V coo V omo oso 7 Mai sz_sV _ V gorgeous.

o . . . ,. Raconnlunn syn-n- amup Die, . , V , halyPlc,_ , , , .
Fm~1muo mmooonn common wwwMum nooomon momma. Comma" momma) common

EUGM ☜045.205 ☜957.906 452☜ REV SJDZIDCE £3.5me MM db 7☁ REV EWM JIM
mom W $55.2☝ 409☁ PM #2256.☝ 54149.0!) W711☝ Lou mm PBX 42mm Lou min

Mao uh mu oom 5P5 V moo {man on. LoanhEPS ,, V , H, mm . Loumm
- o. o o . c nnlID-cl onu pl: W, . . . . Tlllm smu- nlc, .

FIr ~Mww FMJAONI Camila" FEFIm-Decw Flnd~Decm Comhun Find-Mam (Damon
REV museum) o2|l§ REV §I|VJ7M ☜7.574111? ☁4! II REV 7.an S2WA7M 454%
PM ☜BMW 445% PM mm £2.an Flomlolon PM 52.7%☝ mm☝ 64:3
s on £95 In: dun Puumlolcxx £st V V Vmao IJAQ 4.2;

V ,V V, V Tum mun:ka
FlruAAuDI CONWIIDH Flnd»Aum Find-Aqu Camila" Fwd-Mam Flnd~MuDl Comm!

$2701.)☜ 459% REV WED}: 51006111} .204☜ REV EEWW iamva WA☁
$504062 Lou mm FBI Alum um Lou Iu Pm" PEI ammo 5105]☝ Len bum

V V _V V :vsonVV _ .o..oom;_vs V :4on V i250nuLaVuga >won VV _ V VV _ on no.me
Mom Holdings plc , , , , ammn PI: , , ,, , _ Tar-m mmnnm n pl: ,, ,
Fm- mm Nam-wa Cami-Hm Find-wa FlndADscW Conn: an M moo Fun-Maw MmmAme comuon

REV immune!) Wanna mmmooo .sm nsv room now: .902 5 Rev mom» moonom 55.9mm .om
m summon mvwmu sumo-n mu m .osmm; comma lnumln om mom: umono mum: nous;
E95 V um; um V ☜on V V moVsasVzvoVV V .oooo 927m .Voooomgos nsVo VV Ame mo mums

Msalnumuwiw V o . . Ron-LNuhnplc _ , _ Ylklleup☁ plc' _5m:de momma. Common mm.an nmeo! comm. Find-me ;...a.o.ooo Commonozv noooaoooo oozmnnn .m nev W woman .oo; nsv mam mnnon «on:on. woman woman on: Do! nounnn moon: manna». PSI mama mm .051.
V2.35 Vano V V V ano V V V5noxsvs 030° A7500 Pronnokm V535 V moo VA V V Vsooo V .4170:
» _Myn,uch.mt_i☂)c V V V H Royalhlue Grou pk: Jog-x pk; V'_ V  

    
         

    
  

    

   

   

     
   
   

   

  

 

  

         
  

   

       

            
   

   
  

   
  

 

   

 

  
    

 

   

     
  

          

 

     

   

  

 

  

  

  

      
     
   

  
     

              
   

 

  

       

 

lm-cocoa Coma-.1an Imam-1mm ;m.ooonn hvakm-Jmnl Camuun momma Ccnmunn
ENE.☜ 47☜ HEV :2me unknown EMAva 46 VS REV ☜Mom ☜SAW .av PS
.wwonn Lou mm var mmnnn woonn ozmnno on». m mmvma nooum .27 n.

_ 4 V_ ~9me V LaurbulhEPSV bmnV _ V B709 V l V 57% V $E § BJWV _A V V V [991) V 4255

,Nclphlr Fla. ,, _ w. _ , _ V .s-m amp plc A , o . . . ,, , Jahlhl☁ t, ., . _
EInd« ocoo Comuon muxm.Mam Find-5mm mum-Maul comm» Flm-Aum Immunouw
☜Assam 45351 REV man/aw Manama 522°.MVM dl DEV umzn 5mm! "
4mm Lou I!!!" 95' mm smmmu HEM☝ Wb FBT swam: JJZMDN m

. , ,. o . .o . _ a!☝ on Louwm vg V_ VzvVAoV VV 5m V VsooV V .snzus 535., m, "A,

' o . ' ., ☁..☜NolBIn- lplc ,, n o _ . o _ SSS amupnh, V V Total Systems pic
Wmm-Dch Elm»1mm insulin-Dru) Conmunn mum-me Flm-Auum Maw-Fm Camber: Flru Mam Como/i

momma 575mm HAWM ☜I☝ REV £22m W $25.06☝ ADV. REV SWSGMO va Md☁
wanna .moum .mp1: Lou mm m mum mom .uoonon Flonnolon no. amuse ovum Lun vowom
_J_sco V VV☁V 40ml leu mygauiPs V own V zoo V Vnzoo monoton- svs_ _477n V V 40m Jonqowm
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0.611.111.1011
   

511.1. PSR 5051 511.1- pncl 911.11 [incl
scs 1:11;. 911.111.1011 111111111: 11.111 1110.): 1111111 '12- % 111mm man 4111:. 1111111. (21111
CAI. 314110! ll-11141471 FIE Cup/Ray. 314111411 29413110! 112001 2901111411 1112001

4515101: SF 20.07 28.3111 Loss 4.13 03 25.00% 412.47% {2.00m {39.10111
454511515115 51> 21 33 230.5111 Loss 7.13 1104 «31.17% 4.63% 219.921n {1.52111
411111117111111115111010111; cs 21.10 229.9111 L03: 2.64 9030 52.53% -75.77% 233.10m {00.60m
41751111111 cs 26.73 2135.5m 39.5 4.03 4403 -5.01% -43.25% {0.59m 210409111
4111113111111: SP 20.53 203.0111 Loss 1.17 207 23.31% -77.23% {19.30m {21020111
111131311 SP 21.40 257.0m L099 27.02 730 923% 27.09% {5.90m {35.30111
411111 13616 cs 21.33 {359.6111 332.5 1.92 770 3.50% 21.07% 212.47111 {79.53111
ManamGames SP 20.32 220.9111 L090 19.93 320 -31.52% -52.27% 213.2810 {651.70m
411111110111; SP 22.93 23609111 20.1 7.51 09 29.40% 04.00% {15102111 122,059.05m
54101799014) SP 24.50 279.1m 19.1 2.01 2330 -7.24% 45.00% {0.21m {12.01m
Axon SP 22.99 2153.5111 27.0 3.59 1709 -0.00% 60.53% {13.30111 2224.50m
4213111211110 R 20.81 200.9111 7.5 0.15 352 21.06% 55.12% {39.56m {10550111
0a11i11111s1'ec111111og1es SP 20.25 2129.5111 L099 1.74 2590 -5.61% 92.05% {7.64111 {1.519.54m
km 50 20.20 20.9m Loss 0.27 195 47.02% 20.90% {0.10111 {3.73m
30m 1119112136121 51' 20.92 213.1m 17.5 1.39 1400 0.93% 55.41% 21.05m 24.50111
ashes: sysams cs 20.43 234.4111 Lass 0.91 357 -9.57% 45.00% {3.70111 {30.40111
121mm cs 24.70 23,140.5m 71.1 7.05 129213 3.35% 4.40% 2130.63m 210537111
0111351111111 SF 22.05 £159.3m Les: 2.17 1970 -9.19% 33.05% {16.19m {70.70m
1:11am☝ cs 20.09 292.3m 3.5 4.01 903 -0.54% 30.04% {2.40m {11.70111
001117 0311111911; SP 21.27 211.91n Loss 0.22 1012 41.70% 16.99% {0.10m -£0.90m

c111ca1c6111p11111g 5P 20.31 27.0m Lass 3.44 250 -7.46% 15.90% {0.53m 21.131n
we cs 22.51 21 .590.5m 10.0 1.97 7193 -10.1 0% 40.07% {30749111 -23.000.49m
001111111 as 23.03 241 .7m 15.2 1.95 2327 22.44% 40.90% -212.10m -220.00m
071111999 Samara 517 21.19 213.3m 42.7 5.50 793 20.74% 55.60% {5.40m {5.50m
01111151311119 H 20.07 226.9111 10.2 0.09 592 45.49% 5.13% 212.50m 21.60m
Comment» Fl 22.54 2454.3111 11.4 0.23 379 -19.11% 24.10% {10974111 2140.14m
DCSGma cs 20.40 212.1111 L095 0.09 000 -4.95% 49.47% {0.55111 {10.95m
06112111 SF 21.73 210.4111 0.5 0.51 663 -4.17% 47.00% {0.45111 {2.05111
pagcm cs 21.50 2144.51-11 20.6 1.75 2413 40.43% 45.95% {32.50111 {21.50111
Dcomamp CS 22.90 251.9111 5 2 0.62 912 22.73% 35.04% {10.10111 {33.40111
DRS 0915 a. Hanan-.91 SF 20.14 24 9111 12.4 0.50 130 1.79% 11.76% 20.05111 20.49111
021119011 SP 20.29 230.0m Lass 20.39 200 5.56% -79.20% {2.20111 ♥21 11.96111
215171151 cs 22.50 217911111 L039 4.31 50 -35.20% 34.03% 255.7010 254.70111
Easvsaeen 50 20.10 20.0111 Loss 4.13 105 -14.29% 69.75% {1.32m {18.34111
3:51:11 cs 27.20 205.1111 77.6 1.31 403 -7.03% 19.20% {6.46111 21374111
51111: 5? 22.53 23505111 L099 2.12 13144 0.40% 22.93% 22191111 219951111
Sumuzh P100 50 20.45 211.0111 L099 1.42 1370 -722% 34.70% {0.07m {527111
5111: cs 22.44 261.0m 52.1 12.00 2319 0.33% 29.73% 23.60m {22.90m
011511111 cs 20.50 25.2111 22.0 0.69 500 -0.99% 29.55% {0.00m {2.13m
1755011 50 20 09 23.9m Loss 0.01 71 40.40% {0.29% {3.54m {35 22m
5112121210111»: 517 20.69 227.0111 L099 1.47 300 25.01% 22.02% {15.19m -211.59m
15111131113er SF' 21.11 215.1111 15.3 1.37 4259 44.52% 47.70% {2.77m {3.47111
F0015 5011111111: SF 20.09 222.310 Loss 9.01 455 7.23% 56.16% 21.50111 {20mm
13351121115011an CS 20 25 211.5m L099 0.49 272 17.44% 2.02% 21.66111 20.21111
5115111151111 cs 24.43 2300.0m 32.0 3.57 1795 20.53% 53.55% {123.95m -2357.75m
Many Na:an A 21.50 249.51n 5.2 0.22 957 49.55% 50.59% {12.30m {203.00m
111911111111 Sysm'n: 58W! 4 20.15 22.910 L033 0.14 417 -3.23% 29.39% {0.10111 {1.47m
1596114613 CS £0.36 25.9m 13.9 0.79 1929 2.74% 51.32% {0.24111 {30.021n
01151 SP 20.22 211.0m L050 109 25 391 27.12% -70.75% .24 40m {20.20m
04011111911101 (:5 22.00 239.5m 13.3 1.25 1111 -19.04% -0.05% -ES.91m {2.61111
IDDcummSyshns SP 20.10 219.9m L005 25.01 20 42.50% 10.79% 22.92111 22.501n
as aw SP 20.74 241.5m L099 3.92 017 24.23% 57.02% {13.25m {55.05m
11111513151151☝ 5? 23.40 2571.0m 145.0 59.70 1517 -34.43% 56.56% 229992111 {450.02m
"Bummer-4110101271: 90 20.14 20.0111 L033 0.91 144 -30.77% 57.47% {3.57111 {9.57m
111111121101 511w 5F 20.53 20.5m L099 4.27 075 40.00% 42.50% {1.01111 {1.21m
mmelsuimsnemn cs 20.05 22 5111 L055 1.35 119 0.00% 60.33% {0.01m {5.24111
011101111111 SP 20.25 219.5111 L099 0.13 327 40.00% 40.95% 25.60111 {10.40111
150117 C1014: 50 22.51 23071111 55 3 0.05 2979 4.40% 27.32% 212116111 277.20111
rrNEr cs 22.00 2142.0m L099 1.04 570 -9.52% 51.71% {15.05m 25044111
1261110 (11155 mum) SP 20.39 220.2111 L099 7.49 5112 14.94% {0.00% {3.51111 214041111
Jasmn SP 21.55 27.7111 Loss 1.94 1097 060% 29.02% {0.05111 21.74111
«01110211012111.0161 cs 2012 24.9111 L050 0.05 329 46.30% 30.30% {0.05111 {2.14m
11414161151511: SP 20.70 253.4111 14.0 0.70 1353 22.04% -70.13% {25.11111 210041111
Kayst 90 20.24 220.9111 L099 5.51 261 41.00% 22.37% {1.70111 21220111
mace Vamqemem 50 20.10 211.5111 L099 5.50 77 410.45% {17.52% {7.20111 {73 20111
1011711190111; 5011111111 SF 211.20 220 7111 Loss 0.41 127 55.59% 92.41% -£28.94m {25154111
W90 Tea-111161717 51> 20 03 21.9111 1.6111 10.44 500 40.57% 50.00% {0.07m {1.92111
Lanna cs 20.59 23.070.1m 33.5 3.63 0435 20.15% 60.03% {734193111 24.655.93m
11111161151091: swam SP 21 27 295.1111 20.9 1.50 3153 45.07% 61.07% 215947111 240407111
1.1110111 A 20.09 213.5m L099 0.12 090 -8.769(1 -9.00% {0.99111 {1.49111
1.111111161111110: 90 20.70 2136.2m 17.7 0.54 1950 903% 41.05% »1:11.401n {2.00m
man! SP 23.00 200.5111 15.9 3.07 1509 24.75% 55.94% {25.50111 210600111
mmm1solwam SF 20.31 27.3111 L099 4.54 314 »7.55% 15.09% {0.00111 23 55111
14311101110011 51111111; cs 21.90 2347.7m 07.9 5.94 1354 -9.75% 35.36% {35.74m 299.1610
142114117 SF 2105 2143.0111 L009 0.05 512 21.04% 11.50% 22552111 21.22m

N010: Mam SVSTEMHOUSE 803 Index set a! 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new enmants to [he S1ock Exchange are a ocated an index of 1000 based on the
issue price The SCS Index is no! weighted: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same e ecl as 0 similar change Var the smallest company.
Category Codes' CS: Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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. " ' ' f ' HolWay/SY§TEMHOUSE sCs☁snm Prices and Capitalisatibn

  

511.1- 251: 5051 511.1. 511.1. 511511 1: 511311: 11111 0351131911151
555 711511 055-515-1111" 1111111111: 12.1.: 1115511 move me- % 111511. 1mm "1:- muv. (21111
DIX. ☜11.11101 51☁11101 PIE CID/HIV. III-5111471 Zixlm l 1112001 294511♥01 712001

145155.11111111111115 as 21.35 255.7m 53.2 2.71 577 42.90% 55.10% {10.20111 {07.50111
14555111551111, cs 21.95 231.2111 35.5 5.25 723 «22.09% {7.55% {5.90111 {11.5511
My: 55 23.47 21.995011» 22.5 2.33 4317 40.15% 47.42% {553.971n {100297111
1511011101510 ☁ cs 21.55 222.4111 7.3 0.59 1101 45.51% 54.93% {420111 {41.45111
1115111135 SP 20.35 25 9111 Less 255 450 21.05% 43.75% 21.20111 {1.10111
M71517 5 {1.90 2252.9m 9.2 0.50 790 4.49% 47.50% {20.49111 {22359111
1755 11511151111151 A 20.94 219.2111 35.5 0.12 495 2.73% 45.25% 2050111 {4.3011
14715150111151 cs 20.05 22.2111 Less 125 52 5.55% 55.00% {0.14111 {4.54111
110011111 ☁ SP 20.77 297.5111 L055 724 305 {0.62% 71.75% {25.0311 {247.5311
11515511111 cs 20.25 24.1111 1.1155 0.55 125 0.00% 50.00% 20.04111 {15.25111
☜em 05 2012 210-4111 L059 5.05 75 44.05% 55.55% {5.17111 {51.5711
11511112 05 20.13 215.0111 Loss 0.55 52 40.71% 57.53% {151m {15.41111
11111119511 11151115151151.114515 05 20.40 2114.5m 302 1.07 154 - 33% 41.52% {4.94111 {77.54111
NSB 11551191751115 1:5 20.21 254.5111 53 1.55 1753 -5 75% 07.75% {4.02111 {32552111
011515511111 91: 20.53 227.2m Lass 5.55 1325 4.50% 75.57% {0.50111 23.9011
01110195055111 SF 20.20 255111 L053 503 134 -25.42% 50.55% {3.15111 {35.55m
0101551155111 SF 20.57 255.9111 L055 3153 359 4 5.40% -75.52% {19.53111 {24593111
PM! i A 20.42 253.6111 5.5. 024 6917 -27.53% 64.53% {24.57m {11557111
Hays-5115 1 s1= 20.32 240.0111 Loss 15.55 294 37.00% 59.42% {23 50111 {90.90111
51.11111 1 sp ☁ 20.57 245.2111' 25.5 2.42 23547 9.50% 45.57%. {4.51111 {35.91111
50 i A 24.50 {115.5111 0.0 1.35 2051 45.94% 451.53% {25.90111 {124.201n
05051511115111☜) 1 cs 20.52 254.3111 52.5 0.39 275 -32.79% 55.27% {25.51111 {5711111
055 . 55 20.14 214.3m L099 0.35 157 05.57% 52.59% {5.50111 {12.90111
13511112 4 20.57 225.1111. 9.31 1.10 535 13.52% 20.91% {1.00111 24.5011
551111511155551 _ v 95 20.25, 215.4111 147.4. 2.01 444 25.21% 55.55% {7.19111 {23.5911
11555911155111 7 ☁ 55 ' 20.06 220.3111 L09: 4.51 231 4.59% 44.19% {1.20111 {14.05111
1111 " . A 20.93 214.2111 5.4 0.57 1033 42.25% 45.55% {2.00m {12.50111
RBCWIIOOSYSBH☂B ☁ SF [0.1 1 :55!☜ L055 1.11 150 '25.00% 85.23% -£3.16m £243.56"!

Roan Decision . SP 20.51 244.2!☜ Loss' 2.50 419 -11.☁3% 44.90% -E§.65m £124.99!☜

5510111119 1 A 20.59 27.7111. 15.2 3.54 595 40.59% {9.35% {0.92111 21.33m
nit/arson SP £0.25 £7012!☜ LOSS 13.58 309 -25.☁D% 69.15% {27.33m -E153.53m

HMGlmn Ir SP £4.75 2445.7!☜ 51.5 2.15 13571 42.44% 46.67% £63.35!☜ £116.55!☜

RomsNolan SP £0.72 £10.17☜ L05: 0.39 651 .46.04% -51 .71% -£E.62m {45.02"}

5517:150- 6mm ' SF 27.53 2229.6m 59.4 4.00 4455 5.55% {7.35% {14.20111 {55.45111
Sane Gnu: SF [2.35 22.9765!☜ 35 4 7.22 90335 4.45% -23 39% £2☁1.51m 125095111!

55592259 ☁ A 20.34 £3.1m 25.3 0.07 335 43.56% 755.50% {0.95m {6.05m

95151112 517519115 . cs 24.50 2122.9m 37.1 2.45 3779 ~8.02% 4.52% {10.75111 .21 35.11

501. ☂ cs 50.59 225.5111 14.2 0.97 457 41.70% 51.55% {2055111 {115 25111
5111155511151 55 20.31 217.1111 Loss 5.19 335 42.99% 51.50% {2.50111 {15.40111
5110110115 Immulonal ☁ as 21.25 257.3111 7.4 1.05 4254 54.29% 59.52% {57.94111 {77.911n
511115 mmnmsun 1 55 2121 {15.5111 25 2 1.15 523 40.45% 02.55% {13.40111 .23; 1mm
5111511115111 1 cs 20.05 214.0111» Loss 024 43 20.53% 79.79% 23.50111 {25.70111
5511115511 ; 511 20.43 215.3111 Loss 2.35 512 27.97% 43.44% .25 05111 {45.15111
some☜ A 2059 21029111 L055 0.27 761 0.00% 22.60% 20.00111 {30.00111
551145111 SP 22.45 235.2111 13.9 0.93 1100 42.27% 52.32% {91.55111 {151 75111
sum . SP 20.73 223.5m L053 7.41 913 43.10% 5.04% {3.50111 :3 10m

$1110 00911155111151 SF 20.19 25.51n L055 95.35 880 50.55% 53.35% {5.54111 {19mm
51111515559☜: SP 20.41 214.91n L059 5.52 207 47.17% 53.53% {3.10111 {75.70111
511101115111 111-5.155) . SP 23.70 211115111 Lass 12.52 1550 1.37% 55.17% 21.511111 {23432111
911115511511 { as 20.31 {13.0111 1.1155 5.54 557 27.05% 41.35% 22.75111 .5912,☜
91114121 as 20.47 275.3m 75.3 0.33 255 5.05% 4.05% 25.52111 {0.55111
915-1115 111551550 SP 20.40 55.4111 21.5 3.49 345 43.04% 29.03% {0 50111 21 21111
9155115 11111115111101 as 20.15 24.9m 35.3 o 27 251 37.50% 50.00% {2.51111 {7 94111
9155115 01111111 Mas Fmecom) cs 20.54 255.2111 Loss 52.15 412 4 2.30% 23.57% {7.70111 {17.001n
111me cs 20.50 235.4m Loss 2.52 55 45.57% 90.53% {7.10111 {35045111
10155111115115.1115 91: 21.02 {154.1111 75 0 5 39 0 49.05% 45.17% {43.2911 {157.59111
151111520111 cs 20.15 211.9111 Lass 0.65 97 43.05% 52.33% ~23.59m {1315111
1511111.;a mm☜ 135 20.41 225.5111 5.0 0.93 304 05.35% 474.35% {17.7511 {5015111
kh ewp (:8 21.15 215.0111 21.0 1.40 1000 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00111

7111111115☝, cs 25.53 2244.0m 35.7 2.75 10922 42.79% 3.55% {35.72111 {5.22111
11151151 35 mm {2.311 Loss 1.72 190 03.33% 41.43% {1.15111 {5.15111
1115,, 9,5." CS 5034 {9.7111 15.9 2.53 1764 23.55% 5.52% 21.50111 20.44m
1111211510115 SP 21.52 216.201 12.4 1.37 1535 0.39% 37.45% 1:1 60m 24.70111
1111mm.☝ cs mm 211.0111 5.5 0.59 620 1.97% 4.32% 20.20m {0 10111

Tar-ma SF [030 220.5"! 47.4 B 50 500 75 25% 49.70% {1.40m ~£12.90"!

11155 am, CS 5232 1:51.4n1 17.1 0.97 1493 20.20% 45 25% {1100111 {3 40111

Tubalanuu cs 22 115 297.5111 29 2 4.05 1733 2.51% 20 55% 22 44111 215 75m
011... R m")2 2☝,☜ Loss 0.52 55 0.00% -52 63% 20.0011 {4.51111
uh☜, cs [0'05 21.5", Lugs 11.55 102 35.48% 55 55% {6.30111 {14 30111
☜Mm cs ☜"0 mum L0☝ L03 1721 4.59% 45.51% {3.30111 {32 70111
mm 5,, ☜☂25 [mm 0.7 1.07 393 3.77% 47.91% 21.5511 20 13111
mum"... cs ☁ :50". 19.5 0.59 450 32.55% 50.05% {4 23111 {24 517111

50-25 . % 51.70% 20.45111 {55.55111W121: 91> 55.12 25.3111 L035 1.97 12☁ 9 52
755 299% 24 42% {1 .201n {5.40111

☜"00 5" 20.33 213.5111 50.5 3 60
45 50.95% 54.55% {10.55111 {43.55111WIIIhManaqamsll . SP 20.05 22.5111 3 3 018 1

10111505451 610110) CS 22.95 2970.0m' L055 2-43 76☜ Wm☜ ☁05☜ mm☜ ["2 3"☜. . 57 05% {3 57111 {55.071111010 as 20.37 29.5111 3.3 0.29 2☁3 27 W" as 67% n
1511111115 as 20.05 21.9111 1.111111 0.32 240 46 84% . . .09... .23 75m

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE SOS Index 55! at 1000 on 151h April 1989. Any naw entrants to the Stock Exchange are all005ted an index 01 1000 based on the

issue price. The 505 Index 15 not weighted: a change in the share price of the largest company has the same 511001 55 a slm1|0r change for the smallest company

0515900! Codes: CS: Computer Sewices SP = Software Product H = 1215551151 A = IT Agency 0 = 011151
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ANOTHER BAD MONTH
Another bad month for the tech stocks - the

techMARK index fell 12% to 1573.7 whilst our own

Holway 808 Index fell by 16% to 4764.2. However,

despite our Holway 808 Index being59% down from

its value at the beginning of 2000, it is now back to

the level it stood at almost exactly two years ago

(Aug. 99) - an illustration of this can be seen on page

3.

All types of stock suffered in July with average

falls of between 11% and 17% and the software

products companies plunging the furthest.

The stock with the highest rise in its share price,

at 40%, was lQ-Ludorum, ☜the internet gaming

software development company☂, following the

appointment of a new COO, Roger Stone, who has

31-Jul-01
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had over 30 years experience in the global software and telecoms market.

Also with asignificant rise of 27% was Synigence, after the

announcement of a co-marketing deal with Ouintilea Transactional Corp.

Quintiles will co-market Clinnix, Synigence☂s health information and

communication service, to UK general practitioners.

At the other end of the scale was Wealth Management Software

with a drop of 81 % in its shares. The fall came afterthe company said it

expected to make a signi cant loss in the six months to 30th Jun. 01.
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2000 IT STAFF AGENCY REPORT
DMaster copy a 21750

2001 e-BUSINESS SERVICES REPORT
DMestar copy G 21750

2001 HOLWAY REPORT
UContinuous Service incl. SYSTEMHOUSE and

Holnews (single user] 0 俉6000+VAT
D2001 Holway Report industry Report Only 0732500
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SYSTEMHOUSE (incl. Hotnews access)
DOne year's subscription 6 E495 pa
D5 e copy subsaiption☜ @ £990 p.a.

Electronic versions are available
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9TH EDITION SOFTWARE AND IT SERVICESINDUSTRY IN EUROPE PROGRAMME (Please call for brochure/price list)
ElMulli nallonel licence £13,250 + VAT
ElNallcnal licence 23.050 + VAT
ElAedlllmnl copies a 22.000 + VAT each

E-LEARNING ANDTHE UK IT TRAINING MARKET
DMaster Copy 6 E2000
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